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Nineteenth Annual Production

Tiger Tunes

Ouachita Baptist University
Jones Performing Arts Center

November 6, 7, & 8, 1997
7:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the OUACHITA STUDENT FOUNDATION
Participating Groups

Kappa Chi - "See, Believe, SURRENDER! Aliens Among Us"
Director--Jeremy Rabe

Andy Baber, Jay Baker, Spencer Barnard, Aaron Bell, Kevin Bledsoe, Jonathan Bridges, Sean Cathey, Jason Chambliss, Jeremy Daughtery, Mark Davis, Cory Goode, Dan Gordon, Corey Green, Jeremy Greenwich, Eric Greenhow, Brooks Harrington, Preston Harris, Ryan Hillman, Aaron Hobbs, Jonathan Huber, Jeremy Irby, Jimmy Ivy, Layne Johnston, Kenneth Kinney, John Kirtley, Mark Langely, Sean Newcomb, Chris Powell, Joel Schrap, Jordan Thomas, Jason Tolbert, Eric Torrence, Shawn Trimble, Jeff Verlander, Carl Weatherford, Tim Webb, Myles Wernitz, Mark White, Jeff Williams
Erin Cunliff, Allyson Greenwich, Jennifer Hillman, Heather McNutt, Jill Presley, Kim Roth,ricia Samuels, T.K. Zellers

BSU - "Frog Frenzy"
Directors--Holly Brooks, Sarah Beth Milam

EEEE - "EEE's Eggstraodinaire"
Directors--Maegan Burroughs, Stephanie Davis

Gamma Phi - "Gamma's Gonna Knock You Out!"
Directors--Stephanie Allison, Nikki Burns
Julie Abbott, Shelli Beauregard, Jeanetta Bechdolt, Jenna Blackwell, Amanda Broyles, Latoya Chauncey, Terri Crouse, Amanda Dinwiddie, Mai Friesen, Summer Gilbert, Rebecca Holt, Kim James, Shea Morgan, Jennifer Salazar, Angela Snowden, Jennifer Spanhel
John Barber, Aaron Bell, Adam Burns, Andrew Granade, Jason James, Layne Johnston, Tony McCreery, Josh Parker

Beta Beta - "Melt 'N In Your Heart, Not In your Hand"
Directors--Mike Marquez, Jacob Ponder, Matthew Shepherd

Chi Delta - "Come Sail Away"
Director--Melissa Jones
Christie Anderson, Jodie Babb, Christy Brown, Kristen Clark, Sarah Clements, Olivia Clinehens, Allison Coates, Kelley Crews, Ashley Doss, Kristi Driggers, Kristi Garvin, Alicar Gee, Amy Henderson, Lisa Honey, Nicole Hoppe, Dana Hubbard, Jessica Humphrey, Teri Jeffers, Elizabeth Kennedy, Jari Kirkland, Suzanne Morton, Misty Nichols, Shea Pearce, Beth Ann Richardson, Sarah Robbins, Stacey Smitherman, Meredith Snow, Heather Tabor, Kelly Tonti, Laurie Trull, Eva Umboltz, Kathy Westbrook, Amy Willet, Christina Williamson, Alison Wilson
Mark Alexander, Wil Maxwell, Chuck Mosley, Bruce Orr, Lee Pearce, Keith Purifoy, Joey Watkins, William Whitney

Tri Chi - "In Living Color!"
Directors--Patti Blackard, Meredith DeGeorge, Karlyn Hughes
Tracy Allred, Meredith Archer, Suzy Brannan, Leah Creed, Kay Denny, Katie Gilliland, Amber Golden, Susan Harrel, Christina Hudlow, Jana Keaster, Meredith Kelley, Angela Lindsey, Melissa May, Keisha Miller, Jenny McGuire, Amy Pace, Kim Pessell, Kim Pitts, Gretchen Poole, Allison Ray, Melissa Ross, Leigh Russon, LeAnne Segars, Lindsay Simonson, Tracy Smith, Sarah Stanley, Joy Stewart, Karl Stewart, Shelley Stricker, Deanna Swilling, Giny Swearingen, Krista Thomas, Holly Tidball, Gina Wallace, Kelly Welch, Terry Williams Matthew Bailey, David Carrouth, Kenneth Kinney, Anthony Knighton, Jarrett McLellan, Jordan Thomas
Tiger Tunes

Jason Chambliss, Jeremy Daugherity, Preston Harris, Ryan Hillman, Mark Langely, Sean Newcomb, Chris Weatherford, Tim Webb, Myles mlars, T.K. Zellers

worth, Leah Bushey, Jeremy Combs, Andrew Fisher, Laura Fraser, III, Summer Hays, Pasley Heard, Jon Johnson, Jill Johnson, Allison Kemp, Kelly Porter, Staci Robertson, Mayumi Suzuki, Tiffany Thomas,

Barry, Rosalyn Blair, Laura Blakely, Jennifer Coleman, Jan Cosh, Sarah Freeman, Kelli Garner, Leigh Jones, Shannon Kennedy, Holly Pennington, Ashley Pittman, Caroline Watson, Kelly Wood

n, Terri Crouse, Salazar, Josh Parker

Clay Conley, Chris Cox, Bryan Dykes, on Luce, Mark Manning, Luke Shaw, Jarrett Stephens,

Coates, Kelley Crews, Dana Hubbard, Jessica Humphrey, Richardson, Sarah Robbins, Brook, Amy Willet, William Whitney

n, Susan Harrell, Christina Hudlow, ace, Kim Pessel, Kim Pitsi, Smith, Sarah Stanley, Joy Stewart, Wallace, Kelly Welch, Terry Williams

This Is Your Night Hosts & Hostesses

Act 1 Kappa Chi Men’s Social Club
“See, Believe, SURRENDER! Aliens Among Us!”

“A Tribute to Bette Midler” Hostesses

Act 2 Baptist Student Union “Frog Frenzy”
“You Have Welcomed Us” Hosts and Hostesses

Act 3 EEE Women’s Social Club
“EEE’s Eggstraordinary”

“Best of Harry Connick, Jr.” Hosts

Act 4 Gamma Phi Women’s Social Club
“Gamma’s Gonna Knock You Out!”

INTERMISSION

“That Thing You Do” Hosts & Hostesses

Act 5 Beta Beta Men’s Social Club
“Melt ‘N’ in Your Heart, Not in your Hand”

“Count On Me” Hosts & Hostesses

Act 6 Chi Delta Women’s Social Club
“Come Sail Away”

“Callin’ On Me” Hosts & Hostesses

Act 7 Tri Chi Women’s Social Club
“In Living Color!”

“Everybody’s Got a Seed to Sow” International Club, Host & Hostesses, “Pint of Grace”

Finale “This Is Your Night”

Presentation of Awards
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Tiger Tunes Chair
Assistant Tiger Tunes Chair
Music Director
Publicity
Tickets
OSF President
Judges
Special Events Staff Coordinator
OSF Director

Amy Adams
Karen Nix
Stephen Gent
Tim Harrell, Patrick Netherton
Bettie Duke, Donna Sisson
Ryan Hankins
Kati Guyton, Salinda Russell
Mac Sisson
Dr. Jeff Root

OUACHITA STUDENT FOUNDATION


HOSTS & HOSTESSES

Tad Hardin
Luke Hollingsworth
Jason Holsclaw
Scott Wozniak

Becky Hatcher
Monica Leagans
Kristin Maddox
Director-Karen Wood

SPECIAL THANKS

Subway Sandwiches & Salads
Dr. Deborah Root
Tim Harrell
Dan Cook’s
John David Tolbert
Paul Bass, David Goodman, Kim Darr
Walt & Kathleen Kehoe
“Pint of Grace” Ashton Berry, Shay Garner, Jennifer Kluck, Ashley Tucker
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Program
Program
Printing
Jones Performing Arts Center
Scheduling
Marriott Food Services